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Do not Leak this.  

Do not resell it.  

This is secured with your payment informations and is visible only to you and me. 
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Introduction 

Without further ado let's get started... 

This money making method that I'm about to show you involves selling on ebay but in 

a way that would amaze you. You do not need any overheads, no suppliers or third 

parties needed, no need to stock any goods or items to ship to your customers, no 

keys, digital items etc.  

 

All those are completely OLDSCHOOL.  

 

In fact you don't have to  handle or pay for any shipment of any product yourself to 

make this work. The original sellers of these particular items will be the one doing all 

the work for you while you reap all the benefits that comes with it. We are going to 

exploit both ebay and Amazon to create our own money making system and you'll 

see how easy this can make you a full time income if you take it seriously. 

 

 

 

The fun part about this method is, you only set this up once and reap the benefits for 

months to come. All you need to do is monitor your transactions.  

 

This is a system which means you have all you need to make it work! Just 

follow the steps one by one and you will succeed. 
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How To Set Up Ebay Account 

If you don't already have an ebay account, head over to eBay.com or eBay.co.uk, 

eBay.ca or whichever one you choose and open an account now. 

Below is a free video tutorial on how to open an account with eBay. Click Below. 

How To Open eBay Account 

Here's how to open a seller account with eBay. 

How To Open Seller Account On eBay 

Here's how to link your Paypal to your eBay account. 

How To Link Your Paypal 

Here's how to properly list your items on eBay. 

How To List Your Item 

http://www.ebay.com/
http://www.ebay.co.uk/
http://www.ebay.ca/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMmS_5nqQfY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U8ppdQeesg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nWAEJ1q9WM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=js78SUvADlM
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The Pure Magic 

This is where the magic happens so get ready to be amazed. Head over to 

Amazon.com and type in any of these example products below to see it in action and 

see the true potential this system offers you to make money. 

For Example: � Omron 7 Series Wrist Blood Pressure Monitor �

This item is sold for $49.99 on Amazon and guess what is sold for on eBay? That 

same item is sold for $79.99 on ebay and this seller has already sold 265 units of it 

already. 

http://www.amazon.com/
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��� ����� �� ��e Math : eBay price = $79.99 subtract the $49.99 Amazon price, how 

much would that give you?  ====> $30 Profit. 

Now multiply $30 by 265 units sold. How much would that give you in total? A 

whooping $7,950 in pure profits for just one item alone including ebay fees obviously 

but what if you make $5,000 for just this one product alone and you have about 10 

different items running for you on eBay, how much do you think you'll be making in a 

day? 

Now you can see how people make serious money on eBay. I'll show you how to do 

the same without overheads, or the need of suppliers and without doing any 

shipment item yourself.  

It's Simply INCREDIBLE..  

��� ������ �� � !� �� � � ""�# ����� ��� ���� ���� �$ �"���% .. 

 

Another Example :  

This item &� ���� ��� '(*%++ �#  � ,�#/ #�� ����� ��� �� � &� ����� ��� �# �Bay. 
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eBay price = $55.99 subtract from 

it the $39.00 Amazon price how 

much would that give you?  

About $17 profit. 

Now multiply $17 by 10 units sold. 

How much would that give you in 

total?  

A whooping $170 in pure profits for 

just one item alone including ebay 

fees 

More Examples : 

On Amazon. Now let's see on eBay.
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22 units sold and over $200 

profits made on eBay... 

 

 

On Amazon. 
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On Amazon. 
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I'm sure by now you realized the opportunity and how quite easy it is. Let's move on, 

now I'm going to teach you how to exactly find BEST deals. 
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Find A Great Deal � Manually 

1. Go to your Amazon � �� �� ���� ���� ������ �� !" 

2. Look right at the top and click on #$%&'(* +,&/*.

3. A whole host of bargains will appear. Some are time limited, some are stock

limited (be wary with these). 

4 3� ���� 6�7 8��9 <��=� >���!�� 3�?� <��� �@�� �� A�nuary but there will always be

some reason for a deal. The text below tells you about daily deals and weekly deals. 

3�< G�9J�� <��=� <��=�K ��< �?�� =��?� 7��"=� <��=� !���= ��!�9� �LM�9�����< 

For now click on subscribe to the deals newsletter ��< �@���== ����= ��! �@� latest

info. 
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8. Click This will be a gift � just good to get in the habit. Then click Edit your

Basket. 
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11. A quick search on ebay for the model number � easiest way as watches can be 

very confusing. 

 

 

12. This is where you have to think like an entrepreneur. What can give you the 

edge? Why should they buy from you?  

Too many people assume they have to be the cheapest. This is what I would do with 

���� ������� 

���� ���� �� �� !"�#�$ %�& � '�(� �*��+��+ �$ 3 colours. 
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����� ��� ��� ����� �� �� �� !"# $ ���%% �# &�%�' ��� ��� &ut offer a choice of colours. 

(� ��� ��� ����� *� �+"!"" &�� ��*�,� �# ����*,e and packaging.  

I checked the ����� �'� ��%���� *��/�� �/ �3ay Uk yet. 6�7 &� ��� �nly one offering all 

3 colours and would stand out! 

 

13! 8��� �� %��9�/, %�9� * �����&�%��< &�� %���� ����9 ��� *���*% ����� ���! Click Here to 

open up ecal. The ebay cost calculator. As <�� �*/ ��� ���� *=*�%*&%� >�� a lot of 

�3*<�! 6> ���� /�� *=*�%*&%� >�� <��� ���/��< �earch in Google for eBay costs calculator 

and you should find one. 

 

http://ecal.altervista.org/en/fee_calculator/ebay.co.uk/
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The total profit for selling 10 is ������. Including all fees etc.

17. You can play about with the calculator to get the figures where you want them �

���� ����� � � !��" #"$% ��� &$'&( *�� +,�� ����� � � !��" #"$% ��� ,�/(

3678 9<6=> >?9> @A G7@J@AK <=> L@7M> N8>OM =M8 >?8 @AJN=Q8Q software to speed up 

searches. 
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A Quick Way To Find The Best 

Amazon Discounts � Software 

First install the software 

���� �� ��� �������� �� !�� ��! "��#  �$�! ����� ��� �$ ��%

Double click on the Amazon_Discount_Search file to start the install. 

The install process is straight forward. It will put an icon on your desk top.  

The software may ask for a registration code & ����#� $n the read me first file.

Just find it and copy and paste it in. 
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Using The Software 

 

��� ������� ������ ����� ���� ����  �! ��"� �� � �# �� use. Enter the values that you 

want and click search.  

Although the software only supports Amazon in the UK, USA and Canada users from 

other countries can still use this software with the system. 

After all, there is no reason why someone from ano���� ��$���# � �"� � # ��%&���

Amazon and eBay in the USA for US customers.  

You can use this to look for huge discounts in any chosen niche ' ��� ($�� ��� ���"�

pr�%���! �� *% +��"� � ���� � ��, 

 

These are the settings for the software. 

 

 

Click Search to begin. 

It will then open up a browser page with your results. In this example I searched for 

guitars. 
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The first example is the Jasmine S35 Acoustic Guitar, Natural for $99.99.. A quick 

search in eBay.com shows a range of listings including a buy it now price of $174.  

 

Do your homework! 

 

Check if there are any special conditions such as delivery costs or delivery 

times and note them to include in your eBay listing. 
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Found A Great Deal � Now What? 

Now this is how you make money with this two auction sites without overheads, 

suppliers or shipping the items yourself. 

1. Check they have stock� �� ���� ������� ���������  �� ���!�"� # ��$�� %$ &�' ( �*

contact the seller of these individual products on www.amazon.com and ask them if 

they have steady quantities or supplies of these items in stock. 90% of Amazon 

sellers will say yes. 

This is Amazon and the multitude of sellers that now market through Amazon.  

+ Check where they will ship to and at what cost!  

+ Check that in your research you compared like with like. 

+ Check your maths with the eBay costs calculator again. 

Keep an eye on this for your best sellers and try and source a second supplier in 

case of any supply problems. 

2. Create a listing on ebay with each of these items from Amazon. The listing you

want is a Buy Now listing and mo!� �$��� �� � ���* &�'"�� ���� multiple items on one

listing. 

The trouble with eBay , �$ &�'"!�  ��/ �eller and use Paypal then they can

make you wait 21 days to release your money. This can be reduced if the buyer 

confirms delivery. So as part of this plan- ���"� � 3� �'!� /�  �3 them to confirm

delivery. 

3. Move the item image from Amazon to your eBay listing and make the image a bit

unique to make yours stand out. Crop it slightly or add a caption. The free Paint 

program on most PCs should be enough to do this. In the watch example, you would 

create a single image of all 3 colours. 
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4. Rewrite the description for the items in your own words but leave the item 

specification as it is.Make your listing as if you were passionate about the product. 

 

5. Give it your own design and special touches because you want to stand out from 

the crowd. This you can do using NVU or any free HTML editor. Perhaps get a logo 

created in Fiverr.com and add that to each listing.  

 

6. Copy and paste the finished job to your ebay listing. 

 

7. Give the item a reasonable price (see pricing) and you are good to go and 

include any shipping options and restrictions that you wish. To keep things simple to 

����� ���� ��� ����� �� ���� �� ��� ���!  

 

Next " What happens when you get a sale? 

 

 

 

Please resist the temptation to all use the 

#$%&' (*$+,/(36789// <$%8=$%( >% $?@ (?@ 8,

competing with each other.Do your homework 

and find your own deals. 
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���� ��� ��� � ���� � 

Once the eBay customer buys from  !" #$%  !"& '$(*$+,/  

 

1.  Use part of the money they paid and order the item for them from the seller on 

Amazon 3 (see Cashflow) . 

2.  Tell the Amazon seller where you want the items shipped to, which is obviously to 

your new customer's address. There is no need to have them sent to you first as 

 !"6'' !+' 7%#8 *78 %9ditional hassle and expense of sending it on.  

 

Important 3 <'$=> *78 (8+9 %( % ,$?* !@*$!+ %+9  !"6'' A8 %A'8 *! (8+9 $*8G( *!
different addresses and the recipients won6* (88 *78 @&$=8 *7%*  !" @%$9J You can also 

add a message. 

 

Important - Use your email address so that you get the notifications about shipping 

and delivery from Amazon. You can of course pass this information onto your buyer 

giving the perception of excellent customer service. 

 

Good communication is essential in business and a must in eBay. Tell them K78+ $*6(
on its way then ask them to confirm that it has arrived. 

Many worry what will happen when the buyer gets an Amazon box with their item. 

Will they rumble you? Will the game be up? 

The solution I find is honesty. They LMNOQ RTT  the amount you paid so why not 

includ8 $+ !+8 G8((%,8 *! *78G *7%*/V 

 

WXYZ [\]] ^Y_\`b _jq_ vYZw zYY{} [\]] qww\~b \^ q^ ��q�Y^ �Y�� �\�b �q^v }b]]bw} � Z}e 

Amazon as a fulfilment house. I also spend hours finding the best offers and deals. If 

vYZ�{ ]\�b _Y jbqw q�YZ_ Y_jbw} _jb^ {wY� �b q ]\^b�� 

People are lazy and they will happily ask for more information to get future deals as 

they also love to get the great bargains. 

 

Those with an autoresponder can, of course, use this to bui ld a list of past customers. 
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Pricing 

I want to show you an important lesson about pricing using one of the initial 

examples � The Fisher Price Rainbow Baby Gym. 

The Ebay price is $55.99 subtract from it the $39.00 Amazon price how much would 

that give you? About $17 profit. 

������ ��� ������� !�"� ���� #��� �$� %��� &� ��' $��#��( 

 

 

*�� �$�+�� #� #��� $�� ��� ����!��� �$ �,,��� *������ even one at $42 - $13 less but 

they are still selling them.  

*����/� ��3& 67 �3���&� and 2 are left. 19 people are +����#$" #�� 8����!� ������� #$

an auction to get one and have this as a reserve. 

You 9<=>? @AGJ to be the cheapest you just have to look like the best and stand out.  

K$ ��� +���� �L� !3�M ��'��� �,,��#$" � choice of colours. 
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What If Things Go Wrong? 

What If Things Go Wrong? 

I have made this as risk free as I possibly can. The bottom line is this � you only buy

the product when you already have a sale!  

What If It D������ Sell?

�� �� ��� !"�  �## $�% &'(� �!#$ #� � �&� ��* +�!!�� �! �&� #� ��!, ���/ �� �&� &'++�! 

 �%�$ ��&�3 +��+#�" #� ��!, '!�  �� *&'� �&�$"3� ���!, 3�,&� �&'� $�% &'(�!"� '!� �3$

again.   

��" !�� ' �� $�%"(� +3�-bought the stock in. If one niche ��� !"� *�36 ��3 $�% � dont

quit, there's much room for improvement. 

What If Stock Runs Out? 

Hopefully you will keep an eye on your suppliers stock and notice when they list that 

there are so many left. If the stock has dried up and $�% 7'!"� ��!� '! ' lternative

supplier then cancel the listing.  

Better to lose the few pence listing fee than let down a customer. 

What About Refunds 

Returns and refunds are rare but if they are needed then adopt a professional 

approach. You can minimise them even more by adopting a no refund policy.   

8&� 7% ��9�3  ��## &'(� 3�,&� %!��3 �<'$" ,%'3'!��� =%� �!#$ �� $�% ���!"�  %++#$

then with what they wanted. 

a) Contact Amazon to get the refund - there may be a return label to print off and use.

b) Send address to return to with the label (if there is one)  - with a note saying

please return direct to Amazon who I use to fulfil my orders. 

c) Pay the refund.
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Work Out Accurate Shipping Costs 

� ����� ����� ���� �� �� ��!�� "��# �$ �%" � &��" ' �� (er in keeping things as simple 

as they can be.  

Get experience then * then if ther %� � �  � '���!� ��� �� ��� � !������ �$+��%��

#��� �& �� � %� � �  � ' !��� ���%�� , � /� ������ &��" ����� ' '�� �� �& ��� !��

supply them. Save their details so you can let them know when you do branch out. 

Use Amazon itself to estimate shipping costs and use this useful tip. Use hotels in 

your target city or country to find post and zip codes to enter.  

3� �%�  ��� �� &��� on Google and will give you the figures you need. 

 

Cash Flow Problems 

Although it is true that you get paid first on eBay before you have to pay for the 

product on Amazon you will not have access to that money until a few days later.  

3��� �� �� ����� �& ����� 6��" �� ���� "� ��� �� � %� nothing I can do to help 

that as i�%� ������� ' ���� "� !������$ This is a common problem in business and is 

known as a cash flow problem.  

7 89<=> ?@@AG> >J?> KL@J GM9NOAQK @?< K>9G R9L ?<8 K9 KJ9LO8<=> R9LT VA W9MX

a way around them and move on.  

The key thing to remember is that you only have to pay when you have a sale and 

���� "�� � ���� !�" �� ���$ ��%� Y��� �� � ��� ��� ��( �� !�6 ����$  

If you have a credit card then you can use that and get it paid off again by the end of 

the "����$ �& ����%� �� ���� &�� ��� �� � �����  small with something you can afford 

and build slowly from there.  

It will be slower but you will bui ld and build. 

ZAMA= K ?< A[?QGOA 9\ K>?M>]<^ W]>J _LK> `bj q or $20 etc 

v �%� ��# �� ���!� �6���� �� ��������� ��� ���� ��� assume the worst case that you 

��( wz{ �� ���� �!!����$ 3� � �� �� ��� �  � w}~$z� � w~$�� &��  '���6��6��&  �

� w}�$�~  

When it sells you will get `b�T��.  

Opening balance = `bj 

Buyer buys it * you pay `��T�� to get the watch sent and listing fees etc. `�T�� left in 

your account 
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Your money is released and you now have ����������� ����� ! �"�#$ %&' �(*+ 

 

You set up another watch sale and it sells. 

 

Buyer buys it , you pay ��/��3 to get the watch sent and listing fees etc.�##��� 6�7�

in your account. 

 

Your money is released and you now have �3/��8����� ����� ! �##��� %&' �(*+ 

 

You now have enough to set up TWO watch sales. 

 

Buyers buys them , %&' 9(% �""�<< ��#<�=" > �+ �& ?�� ��� @(�A�G� G�J� (J* 6KG�KJ?  

fees etc����L� left in your account. 

 

Your money is released and you now have �L��8������ ����� > � ! ��� = %&' had) 

 

You now can list THREE (� &JA�� M��9 N% G��9 K� ?O&@G 7O&Q ( Q�O� ��R� You spend 

the time finding new deals , N����O *�(6G (J* %&'Tre business soon grows. 

 

 

 

 

I want to just repeat what I said at the beginning of this 

section. The bottom line is this V you only buy the product 

when you already have a sale! You may be able to use this 

to get temporary financial support from family and friends. 
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Conclusion 

Now you see how easy it is to make money with from those two auction sites without 

having any overheads, stocks, or shipping the items yourself.  

Now imagine having 10 of those eBay listings running for you. How much do you 

think that would make you in a month?  

Trust me, you can easily pull in $5 - $10k per month with this money making method 

alone without breaking a sweat or going to the post office to post a single thing. 

The trick is to create as many eBay listings as you can. This way you are 

guaranteed to make money every single day . 

Each listing will supplement each other so if one doesn't make money that day 

another will. If you are serious about this it is not unreasonable to make a couple of 

thousands per month. 

There you have it.. 

A simple money making system that actually works!. ��� ��� ���� �� �� ���

� Take your time to choose the right products 

� Take your time to create attractive listings  

� � !" #!$ !%&'(* +&**,/! +&36!$7#&8! &"9 <+&=>"(* !?8!##!"$ 9!#,/!3'

systems work for you! 

So please do not take this lightly because with this you don't have to spend any 

money out of your pocket on stocks or shipping to make this work.  

Your customers pay for it when they make a purchase and you then use part of the 

money they paid to order it from www.amazon.com and instruct the amazon seller to 

send it to the address they gave you when making their purchase. 

This is in fact one of the easiest money making method I've used so far. All you have 

to do is just a little research on the products or items that you're sure will make you 

profits if you list them on ebay. 


